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In this paper we investigate lossy channel games under incomplete information, where two players
operate on a finite set of unbounded FIFO channels and one player, representing a system component
under consideration operates under incomplete information, while the other player, representing the
component’s environment is allowed to lose messages from the channels. We argue that these games
are a suitable model for synthesis of communication protocols where processes communicate over
unreliable channels. We show that in the case of finite message alphabets, games with safety and
reachability winning conditions are decidable and finite-state observation-based strategies for the
component can be effectively computed. Undecidability for(weak) parity objectives follows from the
undecidability of (weak) parity perfect information gameswhere only one player can lose messages.

1 Introduction

Lossy channel systems (LCSs), which are finite systems communicating via unbounded lossy FIFO
channels, are used to model communication protocols such aslink protocols, a canonical example of
which is the Alternating Bit Protocol. The decidability of verification problems for LCSs has been well
studied and a large number of works have been devoted to developing automatic analysis techniques. In
the control and synthesis setting, where games are the natural computational model, this class of systems
has not yet been so well investigated. In [1], Abdulla et al. establish decidability of two-player safety and
reachability games where one (or both) player has downward-closed behavior (e.g., can lose messages),
which subsumes games with lossy channels where one player (i.e., the environment) can lose messages.
They, however, assume that the game is played under perfect information, which assumption disregards
the fact that a process has no access to the local states of other processes or that it has only limited
information about the contents of the channels. To the best of our knowledge, games under incomplete
information where the players operate on unbounded unreliable channels have not been studied so far.

We definelossy channel games under incomplete informationand show that in the case of finite
message alphabets, games with safety and reachability winning conditions are decidable and finite-state
observation-based strategies for the player who has incomplete information can be effectively computed.

Algorithms for games under incomplete information carrying out an explicit knowledge based subset
construction [9] are not directly applicable to infinite-state games. Symbolic approaches [4] are effective
for restricted classes of infinite-state games like discrete games on rectangular automata [5]. The sym-
bolic algorithms that we present in this paper rely on the monotonicity of lossy channel systems w.r.t. the
subword ordering, which is a well-quasi ordering (WQO). It is well known that upward and downward-
closed sets of words used in the analysis of lossy channel systems can be effectively represented by finite
sets of minimal elements and simple regular expressions [2], respectively. Unsurprisingly, the procedures
for solving lossy channel games under incomplete information that we develop manipulate sets of sets of
states. Thus, our termination arguments rely on the fact that the subword ordering is in fact a better-quasi
ordering (BQO) [7, 8], a stronger notion than WQO that is preserved by the powerset operation [6].

http://dx.doi.org/10.4204/EPTCS.112.9
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Figure 1: A communication protocol with partially specifiedRECEIVER process. For process RECEIVER

we haveΣ0 = {a0,a1,b0,b1,u} andΣ∃ = {b0,b1}. The property that the implementation must satisfy is
that location 4 in SENDER is not reachable, i.e., the receiver does not acknowledge messages that have
not been sent, and once all messages and acknowledgements from previous phases have been consumed,
the receiver can only send one delayed acknowledgement. Note that by using an extra channel and an
extra location in process RECEIVER we can ensure that the error location is in process RECEIVER.

2 Lossy Channel Games under Incomplete Information

Lossy channel systems are asynchronous distributed systems composed of finitely many finite-state pro-
cesses communicating through a finite set of unbounded FIFO channels that can nondeterministically
lose messages. We considerpartially specified lossy channel systems, where the term partially specified
refers to the fact that we consider a second (”friendly”) type of nondeterminism, in addition to the (”hos-
tile”) one due to the model. More specifically, this second type of nondeterminism modelsunresolved
implementation decisionsthat can be resolved in a favorable way. We consider the case when these de-
cisions are within a single process, and thus we can w.l.o.g.assume that the system consist of only two
processes: the process under consideration and the parallel composition of the remaining processes.

Definition 1. A partially specified lossy channel system (LCS)is a tupleL = (A0,A1,C,M,Σ0,Σ1,Σ∃),
where for eachprocess identifier p∈ {0,1}, Ap is a finite automaton describing the behavior of process
p, C is a finite set ofchannels, M is a finite set ofmessages, Σ = Σ0∪̇Σ1 is the union of the disjoint
finite sets oftransition labelsfor the two processes, andΣ∃ ⊆ Σ0 is a subset of the labels of thepartially
specified processA0. The automatonAp = (Qp,q0

p,δp) for a processp consists of a finite setQp of
control locations, an initial location q0

p and a finite setδ of transitionsof the form (q,a,Gr,Op,q′),
whereq,q′ ∈Qp, a∈ Σp, Gr :C→{true,(= ε),∈ (m·M∗) |m∈M} andOp:C→{!m,?m,nop|m∈M}.
Intuitively, the functionGr maps each channel to a guard, which can be an emptiness test, atest of the
letter at the head of the channel or the trivial guardtrue. The functionOpgives the update operation for
the respective channel, which is either a write, a read ornop, which leaves the channel unchanged.

Example. Fig.1 depicts a partially specified protocol consisting of two processes, SENDER and RE-
CEIVER, communicating over the unreliable channelsK and L. Process SENDER sends messages to
RECEIVER over channelK and RECEIVER acknowledges the receipt of a message using channelL. Note
that we use guards that test channels for emptiness or test the first letter of their contents.

The two processes are represented as nondeterministic finite-state automata. Process SENDER es-
sentially runs the Alternating Bit Protocol. Process RECEIVER, however, is onlypartially specified:
its alphabet of transition labelsΣ0 = {a0,a1,b0,b1,u} is partitioned according to the unresolved deci-
sions in the process specification: The subsetΣ∃ = {b0,b1} of controllable transition labels specifies the
unresolved implementation decisions, namely what bit to besent on channelL at location 1.
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The property that the protocol must satisfy is encoded as theunreachability of location 4 in process
SENDER. However, the automata can easily be augmented (with an extra channel and an error location
in process RECEIVER) in a way that the error location is in process RECEIVER. The property states that:

1. the receiver does not acknowledge messages that have not been sent, that is in location 2 in
SENDER the language ofL is 0∗ and in location 0 in SENDER the language ofL is 1∗,

2. once all messages and acknowledgements trailing from previous phases have been consumed (or
lost), the number of delayed acknowledgements the receivercan send is bounded by one.

A configurationγ = (q0,q1,w) of L is a tuple of the locations of the two processes and a function
w : C → M∗ that maps each channel to its contents. Theinitial configurationof L is γ0 = (q0

0,q
0
1,ε),

whereε(c) = ε for eachc∈C. The set of possible channel valuations isW = {w | w : C → M∗}.
Thestrong labeled transition relation→⊆ (Q0×Q1×W)×Σ× (Q0×Q1×W) of L consists of all

tuples((q0,q1,w),a,(q′0,q
′
1,w

′)) (denoted(q0,q1,w)
a
→ (q′0,q

′
1,w

′)) such that ifa∈ Σp, thenq′1−p = q1−p

and there is a transition(qp,a,Gr,Op,q′p) ∈ δ such that for eachc ∈ C all of the following conditions
hold: (1) if Gr(c) = (∈ m·M∗) thenw(c)∈ m·M∗, (2) if Gr(c) = (= ε) thenw(c) = ε , (3) if Op(c) =!m,
thenw′(c) =w(c) ·m, (4) if Op(c) =?m, thenm·w′(c) =w(c), and (5) ifOp(c) = nop, thenw′(c) =w(c).

Let� denote the (not necessarily contiguous) subword relation on M∗ and let us define its extension
to elements ofW as follows:w1 � w2 for w1,w2 ∈W iff w1(c)� w2(c) for everyc∈C.

The weak labeled transition relation⇒⊆ (Q0 ×Q1 ×W)× Σ× (Q0 ×Q1 ×W) for L is defined
as follows: (q0,q1,w)

a
⇒ (q′0,q

′
1,w

′) iff there exist w1 and w2 such thatw1 � w and w′ � w2 and
(q0,q1,w1)

a
→ (q′0,q

′
1,w2), i.e., the channels can lose messages before and after the actual transition.

Definition 2 (LC-game structure with incomplete information). Let L = (A0,A1,C,M,Σ0,Σ1,Σ∃) be
a partially specified LCS, andCobs ⊆ C be a set ofobservable channelsthat includes the set of all
channels occurring in guards or read operations inA0. Thelossy channel game structure with incomplete
informationfor L andCobs is G (L ,Cobs) = (S, I ,→g,C,M,Σ0,Σ1,Σ∃,Cobs), where:

• The set ofstatesof G is S= {0,1}×Q0×Q1×W. The first componentp of a state(p,q0,q1,w)
identifies the process to be executed and the remaining ones encode the current configuration of
L . The set of initial states ofG is I = {(p,q0,q1,w) | p∈ {0,1}, q0 = q0

0, q1 = q0
1, w= ε}.

• The labeled transition relations→g⊆ S×Σ×S and⇒g⊆ S×Σ×S of G are defined as follows:
for statess= (p,q0,q1,w) and s′ = (p′,q′0,q

′
1,w

′) and a ∈ Σ we haves
a

→g s′ iff a ∈ Σp and
(q0,q1,w)

a
→ (q′0,q

′
1,w

′), and we haves
a

⇒g s′ iff a∈ Σp and(q0,q1,w)
a
⇒ (q′0,q

′
1,w

′).

Remark.The first component of states inS is used to model the interleaving semantics and is updated
nondeterministically in the transition relation→g (and⇒g). For simplicity, in Definition 2 we do not
make any assumptions about the nondeterministic choice of which process to be executed. One natural
assumption one might want to make is that the selected process must have at least one transition enabled
in the current state. This and other restrictions can be easily imposed in the above model.

For the rest of the paper, letG = G (L ,Cobs) = (S, I ,→g,C,M,Σ0,Σ1,Σ∃,Cobs) be the LC-game
structure with incomplete information for a partially specified LCSL and observable channelsCobs.

Player∃ plays the game under incomplete information, observing only certain components of the
current state of the game. LetHobs=Cobs→ (M∪{ε}) andObs= {0,1}×Q0×Hobs. Theobservation
function obs: S→ Obsmaps each states= (p,q0,q1,w) in G to the tupleobs(s) = (p,q0,h) of state
components observed byPlayer∃, where for eachc ∈ Cobs, if p = 1, thenh(c) = ε and otherwise if
w(c) = ε , thenh(c) = ε and ifw(c) = m·w′ for somem∈ M andw′ ∈ M∗, thenh(c) = m. That is, when
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p= 0 we have forc∈Cobs thath(c) is the letter at the head ofw(c), whenc is not empty. Foro∈ Obs,
we denote withStates(o) = {s∈ S| obs(s) = o} the set of states whose observation iso.

Let S0 = {(p,q0,q1,w) ∈ S| p= 0} be the states where process 0 is to be executed andS1 = S\S0.
The gameG is played byPlayer∃ andPlayer∀ who build up a plays0a∃0a0s1a∃1a1 . . ., which is se-

quence of alternating states inS, labels inΣ⊥
∃ = Σ∃ ∪{⊥} and labels inΣ, starting with a states0 ∈ I .

Each time the current state is inS0, Player∃ has to choose a label from the setΣ∃∪{⊥}, that is either
a label fromΣ∃ of a transition enabled in the current state, or can be the special element⊥ in case no
transition with label inΣ∃ is enabled or if there exists an enabled transition with label from Σ0\Σ∃.

Let Enabled(s) = {a∈ Σ0 | ∃s′. s
a

→g s′}. Note that for statess1,s2 ∈ S0 with obs(s1) = obs(s2) = o
it holds thatEnabled(s1) = Enabled(s2), and, abusing notation, we denote this set withEnabled(o).

For an observationo = (0,q0,h), the setAct∃(o) = (Enabled(o)∩ Σ∃)∪ {⊥ | Enabled(o)∩ Σ∃ =
/0 orEnabled(o)∩ (Σ0 \Σ∃) 6= /0} consists of the transition labels thatPlayer∃ can choose in a sets∈ S0

with obs(s) = o. For a labela∃ ∈ Σ⊥
∃ , the setAct∀(o,a∃) = ({a∃}∩Σ∃)∪ (Enabled(o) \Σ∃) consists of

the transition labels whichPlayer∀ can choose when the current choice ofPlayer∃ is a∃.
The play is built byPlayer∀ respecting the choices ofPlayer∃ and the transition relation⇒g.

When si ∈ S0, thena∃i ∈ Act∃(obs(si)) is the transition label chosen byPlayer∃ after the play prefix
s0a∃0a0s1a∃1a1 . . .a∃i−1ai−1si andai ∈ Act∀(obs(si),a∃i ). After Player∃ has made his choice,Player∀ re-
solves the remaining nondeterminism by choosingai and the successor statesi+1 to extend the play.

A play in G is a sequenceπ = s0a∃0a0s1a∃1a1s1 . . . ∈ (S· (Σ⊥
∃ ·Σ ·S)∗∪S· (Σ⊥

∃ ·Σ ·S)ω) such thats0 ∈ I ,

for everyi ≥ 0 it holds thatsi
ai⇒g si+1, and ifsi ∈ S1, thena∃ =⊥, and ifsi ∈ S0 thena∃i ∈ Act∃(obs(si))

andai ∈ Act∀(obs(si),a∃i ). A play π is finite iff last(π) has no successor inG , wherelast(π) ∈ S is the
last element ofπ. The setPrefs(G )⊆ S· (Σ⊥

∃ ·Σ ·S)∗ consists of the finite prefixes of plays inG , and we
denote withPrefs∃(G ) = {π ∈ Prefs(G ) | last(π) ∈ S0} the set of prefixes ending inS0.

A strategy for Player∃ is a total functionf∃ : Prefs∃(G )→ Σ⊥
∃ such thatf∃(π) ∈ Act∃(obs(last(π))).

The outcome of a strategy f∃ is the set of playsOutcome( f∃) such thatπ = s0a∃0a0s1a∃1a1 . . . ∈
Outcome( f∃) iff for every i ≥ 0 with si ∈ S0 it holds thata∃i = f∃(s0a∃0a0s1a∃1a1 . . .si).

We define a functionobs+ : Prefs∃(G )→ (Obs·Σ0)
∗ ·Obsthat maps a prefix inPrefs∃(G ) to the se-

quence of state and action observations made byPlayer∃: obs+(s0a∃0a0s1a∃1a1 . . .sn)= obs′(s0) ·obs′(a0) ·
obs′(s1) ·obs′(a1) . . . ·obs′(sn), where fors∈ S, we defineobs′(s) = obs(s) if s∈ S0 andobs′(s) = ε oth-
erwise, and fora∈ Σ we defineobs′(a) = a if a∈ Σ0 andobs′(a) = ε otherwise.

We call a strategyf∃ for Player∃ obs+-consistentif for every pair of prefixesπ1 andπ2 in Prefs∃(G )
for which obs+(π1) = obs+(π2) holds, it also holds thatf∃(π1) = f∃(π2).

We are interested infinite-statestrategies forPlayer∃, that is, strategies that can be implemented as
finite automata. A finite stateobs+-consistent strategy forPlayer∃ in G is one that can be represented
as a finite automatonMs = (Qs,q0

s,(Q0×Hobs)× (Σ⊥
∃ ×Σ0),ρ) with alphabet(Q0×Hobs)× (Σ⊥

∃ ×Σ0),
whose transition relationρ ⊆ (Qs× ((Q0×Hobs)× (Σ⊥

∃ ×Σ0))×Qs) has the following properties:

(i) for eachq∈Qs, o∈Q0×Hobs, a∃ ∈ Σ⊥
∃ , a∈ Σ0, andq′1,q

′
2 ∈Qs, it holds that if(q,(o,(a∃,a)),q′1)∈

ρ and(q,(o,(a∃,a)),q′2) ∈ ρ , thenq′1 = q′2 (i.e., the transition relationρ is deterministic),

(ii) for eachq∈ Qs ando∈ Q0×Hobs there exista∃ ∈ Σ⊥
∃ , a∈ Σ0, q′ ∈ Qs with (q,(o,(a∃,a)),q′) ∈ ρ ,

(iii ) if (q,(o,(a∃,a1)),q′1)∈ ρ anda2 ∈ Act∀((0,o),a∃), then(q,(o,(a∃,a2)),q′2)∈ ρ for someq′2 ∈Qs,

(iv) if (q,(o,(a∃1,a1)),q′1) ∈ ρ and(q,(o,(a∃2,a2)),q′2) ∈ ρ , thena∃1 = a∃2.

The automatonMs defines anobs+-consistent strategyf∃ for Player∃. According to the properties
of Ms, for eachπ ∈ Prefs∃(G ) with obs+(π) = o0a0o1a1 . . .on−1an−1on there exists a unique sequence
a∃0a∃1a∃n−1 ∈ Σ⊥

∃
n

such that there is a run ofMs (also unique) on the wordo0a∃0a0o1a∃1a1 . . .on−1a∃n−1an−1.
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Let q be the last state of this run. We then definef∃(π) = a∃, wherea∃ ∈ Σ⊥
∃ is the unique label that

exists by conditions(ii) and(iv) such that there area∈ Σ0 andq∈ Qs such that(q,(on,(a∃,a)),q′) ∈ ρ .
We now turn to the definition of winning conditions in LC-games under incomplete information. We

considersafetyandreachabilitywinning conditions forPlayer∃ defined by visible sets of states inG . A
setT ⊆ S is visible iff for every s∈ T and everys′ ∈ Swith obs(s′) = obs(s) it holds thats′ ∈ T.

A safety LC-game under incomplete informationSafety(G ,Err) is defined by a LC-game structure
with incomplete informationG and a visible setErr of error states thatPlayer∃ must avoid. A strategy
f∃ for Player∃ is winning in Safety(G ,Err) iff no play in Outcome( f∃) visits a state inErr.

Note that according to this definition,Player∃ wins finite plays that do not reach an error state. If we
want to ensure that plays reaching a state inG that corresponds to a deadlock inL are not winning for
Player∃, we can easily achieve this by appropriately instrumentingL andErr.

A reachability LC-game under incomplete informationReach(G ,Goal) is defined by a LC-game
structure with incomplete informationG and a visible setGoal of goal states thatPlayer∃ must reach. A
strategyf∃ for Player∃ is winning in Reach(G ,Goal) iff each play inOutcome( f∃) visits a state inGoal.

Remark.The definition of visible sets allows thatErr ∩S1 6= /0 andGoal∩S1 6= /0. Thus, our definition
of visible objectives does not require that for each pair of plays π1 andπ2 with obs+(π1) = obs+(π2)
(whereobs+ is defined for plays analogously to prefixes) it holds thatPlayer∃ wins π1 iff he wins π2.
For the algorithms, which we present in the next section, forsolving safety and reachability LC-games
under incomplete information, the objective forPlayer∃ does not have to satisfy this condition.

3 Algorithms for Solving Safety and Reachability Games

Better-Quasi Orderings. The subword ordering� on M∗ is a WQO (and so is the ordering� onW
defined earlier). That means, it is a reflexive and transitiverelation such that for every infinite sequence
w0,w1, . . . of elements ofM∗ there exist indices 0≤ i < j such thatwi � w j .

The subword ordering (as well as other WQOs commonly used in verification) is in fact also a BQO,
and so is the ordering onW. Hence they are preserved by the powerset operation. Here weomit the
precise definition of BQOs since it is rather technical and itis not necessary for the presentation of our
results. When needed, we recall its properties relevant forour arguments.

We extend� to a BQO� on the setSof states inG in the following way: fors= (p,q0,q1,w) ∈ S
ands′ = (p′,q′0,q

′
1,w

′) ∈ S, we haves� s′ iff p= p′, q0 = q′0, q1 = q′1, obs(s) = obs(s′) andw� w′.
A set T ⊆ S is upward-closed(respectivelydownward-closed) iff for every s∈ T and everys′ ∈ S

with s� s′ (respectivelys′ � s) it holds thats′ ∈ T. The upward-closure of a setT ⊆ S is T ↑= {s′ ∈
S | ∃s. s∈ T ands� s′}. For each upward (respectively downward) closed setT ⊆ Sando∈ Obs, the
setT ′ = {s∈ T | obs(s) = o} is also upward (respectively downward) closed. We letUobs(S) = {u⊆ S|
u 6= /0, u= u ↑ and∃o∈ Obs.∀s∈ u. obs(s) = o} and foru∈ Uobs(S) we defineobs(u) in the obvious
way. The setDobs(S) andobs: Dobs(S) → Obsare defined analogously, requiring that the elements are
downward-closed instead of upward-closed.Dfin

obs(S) is the set of finite sets inDobs(S).

The transition relation⇒g enjoys the following property: ifs
a

⇒g s′ ands� s′′, thens′′
a

⇒g s′. Thus,
the set of predecessors w.r.t. somea ∈ Σ of any set of states is upward-closed. For LCSs the set of
successors w.r.t. somea∈ Σ of any set of states is a downward-closed set.

LetPre : P(S)×Σ → P(S) be the function defined asPre(T,a) = {s∈ S| ∃s′ ∈ T. s
a

⇒g s′} and let
Post : P(S)×Σ → P(S) be the function defined asPost(T,a) = {s∈ S| ∃s′ ∈ T. s′

a
⇒g s}. As recalled

above, for eachT ⊆ Sand eacha∈ Σ, Pre(T,a) is upward-closed andPost(T,a) is downward-closed.
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We define the functionsPre0 : Uobs(S)×Σ0 → Pfin(Uobs(S)) andPre1 : Uobs(S) → Pfin(Uobs(S))
that map a setu ∈ Uobs(S) to a finite set of upward-closed sets that partition the respective set of pre-
decessors ofu according to the observationsPlayer∃ makes. Formally,Pre0(u,a) = {u′ ∈ Uobs(S) |
∃o∈ Obs. u′ = Pre(u,a)∩States(o)} andPre1(u) = {u′ ∈ Uobs(S) | ∃o∈ Obs. u′ = (

⋃
a∈Σ1

Pre(u,a))∩
States(o)}. Similarly, using the functionPost above, we can define the successor functionsPost0 :
Dobs(S)×Σ0 → Pfin(Dobs(S)) andPost1 : Dobs(S)→ Pfin(Dobs(S)). Since the transition relation ofG
has finite branching, ifd ∈ Dfin

obs(S) thend′ ∈ Dfin

obs(S) for d′ ∈ Post0(d,a) or d′ ∈ Post1(d).
When analyzing LCSs, upward-closed sets are typically represented by theirfinite sets of minimal el-

ements, and downward-closed sets are represented bysimple regular expressions. These representations
can be extended to obtain finite representations of elementsof Uobs(S) andDobs(S). By the definition
of � on S, each visible set of states is upward-closed, and hence, thesetsErr andGoal in safety and
reachability games are finitely representable. In the rest,we assume that they are represented such a way.

Our termination arguments rely on the following property: For every BQO� on a setX, the superset
relation⊇ is a BQO on the set of upward-closed sets inP(X) and the subset relation⊆ is a BQO on the
set of downward-closed sets. This implies that⊇ is a BQO onUobs(S) and that⊆ is a BQO onDobs(S).

LC-games under incomplete information with safety objectives. We describe a decision procedure
for safety LC-games under incomplete information which is based on a backward fixpoint computation.

Each step in the fixpoint computation corresponds to a step inthe game, which is not necessarily
observable byPlayer∃. Thus, this construction is correct w.r.t.Player∃ strategies that arẽobs-consistent,
where, intuitively, the functioñobsmaps a prefix to a sequence that includes also the (trivial) observations
of S1 states, and̃obs-consistency is defined analogously toobs+-consistency. To avoid this problem, our
algorithm performs the fixpoint computation on a LC-game structure with incomplete informatioñG
obtained fromG by adding anidle transition for process 1. This game structure has the following
property: Player∃ has anobs+-consistent winning strategy in the gameSafety(G ,Err) iff Player∃ has
an õbs-consistent winning strategy inSafety(G̃ ,Err), which yields correctness of the algorithm.

Formally, the functionõbs : Prefs∃(G ) → (Obs∗ · Σ0)
∗ · Obs is defined as: õbs(s0a∃0a0 . . .sn) =

obs(s0) ·obs′(a0) · . . . ·obs(sn). The game structurẽG is the tupleG̃ = (S, I ,→̃g,C,M,Σ0, Σ̃1,Σ∃,Cobs)

whereΣ̃1 = Σ1∪{idle} andidle 6∈ Σ, and→̃g = →g ∪{((1,q0,q1,w), idle,(p′,q0,q1,w)) | p′ ∈ {0,1}}.
We define the setL (S) for SasL (S) = {l ∈Pfin(Uobs(S)) | l 6= /0 and∃o∈Obs.∀u∈ l . obs(u) = o}

and defineobs(l) for eachl ∈ L (S) in the obvious way. We provide a fixpoint-based algorithm that
computes a setB⊆ L (S) such that eachl ∈ B has the following property: ifK ⊆ S is the set of states
that the game can be currently in according toPlayer∃’s knowledge andK ∩u 6= /0 for everyu∈ l , then
Player∃ cannot win when his knowledge isK. Considering the setI of initial states, if for somel ∈ B it
holds thatI ∩u 6= /0 for all u∈ l , thenPlayer∃ has noobs+-consistent winning strategy inSafety(G ,Err).

Our procedure computes a sequenceB0 ⊆ B1 ⊆ B2 . . . of finite subsets ofL (S). The computation
starts with the setB0 = {{Err ∩States(o)} | o∈ Obs}. For i ≥ 0, we letBi+1 = Bi ∪Ni+1, where the set
Ni+1 of new elements is computed based onBi and is the smallest set that contains eachl ∈ L (S) which
is such thatl ⊆

⋃
l ′∈Bi ,u′∈l ′((

⋃
a∈Σ0

Pre0(u′,a))∪Pre1(u′)) and:

• if l ∈P(P(S0)) then for every possible choicea∃ ∈ Act∃(obs(l)) of Player∃, there exist an action
a∈ Act∀(obs(l),a∃) andl ′ ∈ Bi such that for everyu′ ∈ l ′ it holds thatPre0(u′,a)∩ l 6= /0,

• if l ∈ P(P(S1)) then there existsl ′ ∈ Bi such that for everyu′ ∈ l ′ it holds thatPre1(u′)∩ l 6= /0.

The ordering⊑ onL (S) is defined such that forl , l ′ ∈ L (S), we havel ⊑ l ′ iff for every u∈ l there
exists au′ ∈ l ′ such thatu⊇ u′. The ordering⊑ is a BQO, since⊇ is a BQO onUobs(S). Intuitively, if l
belongs to the set of elements ofL (S) in which Player∃ cannot win, so does everyl ′ with l ⊑ l ′.
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We say that the sequenceB0,B1,B2 . . . converges at kif Min(Bk+1)⊆Min(Bk), whereMin(Bi) is the
set of minimal elements ofBi w.r.t.⊑. This condition can be effectively checked, since eachBi is finite.
We argue that there exists ak ≥ 0 such that the sequence computed by the procedure describedabove
converges atk (and hence the procedure will terminate).

Let F0,F1,F2, . . . be the sequence of upward-closed elements ofP(L (S)) whereFi = Bi ↑ for each
i ≥ 0. AsF0,F1,F2 . . . is a monotonically increasing sequence of upward-closed sets of elements ofL (S),
it must eventually stabilize, i.e., there is ak≥ 0 such thatFk+1 ⊆ Fk. Thus, sinceFi+1 ⊆ Fi if and only if
Min(Bi+1)⊆Min(Bi), the sequenceB0,B1,B2 . . . is guaranteed to converge at somek≥ 0.

Proposition 1. Let B= Bk, where the sequence B0,B1,B2 . . . converges at k. Then, Player∃ has an
õbs-consistent winning strategy inSafety(G̃ ,Err) iff for every l∈ B there exists u∈ l with u∩ I = /0.

If Player∃ has anõbs-consistent winning strategy inSafety(G̃ ,Err), then Player∃ has a finite-state
obs+-consistent winning strategy in the original gameSafety(G ,Err).

Proof Idea. A counterexample tree forSafety(G̃ ,Err) represents a witness for the fact thatPlayer∃ does
not have añobs-consistent winning strategy inSafety(G̃ ,Err). It is a finite tree with nodes labeled with
elements ofDobs(S). If there is al ∈ B such thatu∩ I 6= /0 for everyu∈ l , a counterexample tree can be
constructed in a top-down manner. For the other direction wecan show by induction on the depth of the
existing counterexample trees that there exists al ∈ B such thatu∩ I 6= /0 for everyu∈ l .

For the case whenPlayer∃ wins the gameSafety(G̃ ,Err) we can construct a finite-stateobs+-
consistent winning strategy forPlayer∃ in the gameSafety(G ,Err) by using as states for the strategy
automaton functions from observations to a finite setV ⊆ Pfin(P(S)) each of whose elementsV pre-
serves the invariant that for everyl ∈ B there exists au∈ l such thatu∩

⋃
v∈V v= /0.

LC-Games under incomplete information with reachability objectives. For reachability games
we give a procedure based on forward exploration of the sets of states representing the knowledge of
Player∃ about the current state of the game. SincePlayer∃ can only observe the heads the observable
channels, his knowledge at each point of the play is a finite downward-closed set, element ofDfin

obs(S).
To update this knowledge we define functionsPostobs

0 : Dfin

obs(S)× Σ0 → Pfin(D
fin

obs(S)) andPostobs
1 :

Dfin

obs(S) → Pfin(D
fin

obs(S)) that map a setd ∈ Dfin

obs(S) to a finite set of elements ofDfin

obs(S), each of
which is a set of states thatPlayer∃ knows, according to his current observation, the game may be
in after (a transition fromΣ0 and) a sequence of transitions fromΣ1. For eachd ∈ Dfin

obs(S) we have
d′ ∈ Postobs

0 (d,a) (respectivelyd′ ∈ Postobs
1 (d)) iff there exists a sequenced0,d1, . . . ,dn ∈ Dfin

obs(S) such
thatd0 ∈Post0(d,a) (respectivelyd0 = d), for every 1≤ i ≤ n it holds thatdi−1 ⊆S1 anddi ∈Post1(di−1),
and for every 0≤ i < j < n it holds thatdi 6⊆ d j and one of the following conditions is satisfied: (1)
d′ ⊆ Goal, d′ = d0 andn= 0 (i.e.,d′ ⊆ Goal∩S1), or (2) there exists a 1≤ i < n such thatdi ⊆ dn and
d′ = dn (i.e.,d′ ⊆ S1), or (3)d′ = {(0,q′0,q

′
1,w

′) | (1,q′0,q
′
1,w

′) ∈
⋃n

i=0 di} (i.e.,d′ ⊆ S0).
We construct a finite set of trees rooted at the different possible knowledge sets forPlayer∃ at location

q0
o. The nodes of the trees are labeled with knowledge sets, i.e., with elements ofDfin

obs(S). The edges
are labeled wit pairs of transition labels, i.e., elements of Σ⊥

∃ ×Σ0, where the first element of a pair is a
possible choice ofPlayer∃ and the second element is a corresponding choice ofPlayer∀.

Formally, the forward exploration procedure constructs a forestT in which the roots are labeled
with the sets{(0,q0

0,q
0
1,ε)} and all the setsd ∈ Postobs

1 ({(1,q0
0,q

0
1,ε)} \Goal). At each step of the

construction an open leaf noden with labeld is processed in the following way:

• If d ⊆ Goal, we close the node and do not expand further from this node.
• If d 6⊆ Goal and eitherd ⊆ S0 and there exists an ancestor ofn that is labeled withd′ and such that

d′ ⊆ d, or d ⊆ S1, we close the node and do not expand further from this node.
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• Otherwise, we add the set of successors ofn: for eacha∃ ∈Act∃(obs(d)), eacha∈Act∀(obs(d),a∃)
and eachd′ ∈ Postobs

0 (d,a) we add exactly one successorn′ labeled withd′ and label the edge
(n,n′) with (a∃,a). The set of successors for(a∃,a) is denoted withChildren(n,a∃,a).

The finite branching of the transition relation ofG and the fact that⊆ is a BQO onDfin

obs(S) imply
that each of the setsPostobs

0 (d,a) andPostobs
1 (d) can be effectively computed, the set of roots and the

out-degree of each node are finite, and the above procedure terminates constructing a finite forestT .
We label each noden in T with a boolean valuewin(n). For a leaf noden with d(n) ⊆ Goal, we

definewin(n) = true and for any other other leaf noden we definewin(n) = false. The value of a non-
leaf node is computed based on those of its children by interpreting the choices ofPlayer∃ disjunctively
and the choices ofPlayer∀ conjunctively. Formally, for every non-leaf noden we definewin(n) =∨

a∃∈Act∃(obs(d(n)))
∧

a∈Act∀(obs(d(n)),a∃)
∧

n′∈Children(n,a∃,a) win(n′), whered(n) is the set of states labelingn.

Proposition 2. Player∃ has an obs+-consistent winning strategy inReach(G ,Goal) iff for every root n
in T it holds that win(n) = true. If Player∃ has an obs+-consistent winning strategy inReach(G ,Goal),
then he also has a finite state obs+-consistent winning strategy inReach(G ,Goal).

Proof Idea. If all the roots are labeled withtrue we can construct a finite-stateobs+-consistent strategy
winning for Player∃ in Reach(G ,Goal), by mapping each prefix inPrefs∃(G ) to a label inΣ⊥

∃ , deter-
mined by a corresponding path inT and a fixed successful choice at its last node, if such path andchoice
exist, or given an appropriate default value otherwise. Forthe other direction we suppose that some root
is labeled withfalseand show that for anyobs+-consistent strategyf∃ for Player∃, we can use the tree
to construct a playπ ∈Outcome( f∃) that never visits a state inGoal.

LC-games under incomplete information with parity objectives. We now turn to more general
ω-regular visible objectives forPlayer∃ where the undecidability results established in [1] for perfect
information lossy channel games in which only one player canlose messages, carry on to our setting.

A visible priority function pr: Obs→ {0,1, . . . ,n} for natural numbern ∈ N maps each observa-
tion to a non-negative integer priority. For an infinite playπ = s0a∃0a0s1a∃1a1 . . . we definepr(π) =
min{pr(o) | o∈ InfObs(π)}, whereInfObs(π) is the set of observations that occur infinitely often inπ,
and definewpr(π) = min{pr(obs(s0)),pr(obs(s1)), . . .}. A parity (respectivelyweak parity) LC-game
under incomplete informationParity(G ,pr) (respectivelyWeakParity(G ,pr)) is defined by a LC-game
structure with incomplete informationG and a visible priority functionpr. A strategy f∃ for Player∃ is
winning in the parity gameParity(G ,pr) (weak parity gameWeakParity(G ,pr)) iff for every infinite play
π ∈Outcome( f∃) it holds thatpr(π) is even (respectivelywpr(π) is even).

Proposition 3. The weak parity game solving problem for LC-games under incomplete information, that
is, given a weak parity LC-game under incomplete information WeakParity(G ,pr) to determine whether
there exists an obs+-consistent winning strategy for Player∃ in WeakParity(G ,pr), is undecidable.

Proof Idea. In [1] it was shown that in the perfect information setting the weak parity problem for B-
LCS games, which are games played on a finite set of channels inwhich player A has a weak parity
objective and only player B is allowed to lose messages, is undecidable. Their proof (given for A-LCS
games but easily transferable into a proof for B-LCS games) is based on a reduction from the infinite
computation problem for transition systems based on lossy channel systems, which is undecidable [3].

We argue that this reduction can be adapted for our framework, with Player∃ in the role of player A
andPlayer∀ in the role of player B. The fact that herePlayer∃ choses only transition labels and plays
under incomplete information does not affect the proof for B-LCS games, since there player A just
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follows passively, while player B simulates the original system. The values of the priority function used
in [1] do not depend on the contents of the channels. Thus, we can define a visible priority function.

As a consequence, the parity game solving problem for LC-games under incomplete information is
undecidable as well. As noted in [1], the construction from the proposition above can be used to show
undecidability of A-LCS and B-LCS games with Büchi and co-Büchi objectives.

Summary of the results. The results of the paper are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For lossy channel game structures with incomplete information

• games with visible safety or reachability objectives for Player∃ are decidable, and when Player∃

has an observation-based winning strategy, a finite-state such strategy can be effectively computed,
• games with visible weak parity objectives for Player∃ are undecidable.

4 Conclusion

We showed that the game solving problem for LC-games under incomplete information with safety
or reachability objective forPlayer∃ is decidable. LC-games under incomplete information with more
general winning conditions, such as weak parity (as well as Büchi and co-Büchi) condition can easily be
shown to be undecidable, using a reduction similar to the onedescribed in [1] for A-LCS games (which
are perfect information games defined on LCSs in which only one player can lose channel messages). An
orthogonal extension that is also clearly undecidable is decentralized control. This implies that suitable
abstraction techniques are needed to address the synthesisproblem within these undecidable settings.
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